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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is concerned with the analytical solution of the EMFL (Euclidean multi- 
facility location) problem with two new facilities and four existing facilities. In Section 1, the op- 
timality conditions for a general EMFL problem are summarized in the form presented in [1]. In 
Section 2, they are applied to the considered problem, in order to locate the new facilities and to 
partition the space of the weights (for a given set of existing facilities) into regions with the same type 
of solution. However, it is pointed out that a complete solution can be obtained only in particular 
cases. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. THE OPT IMAL ITY  CONDIT IONS FOR 
THE EMFL  PROBLEM IN  THE PLANE 
The optimality conditions for a general EMFL minisum problem have been first stated by Calamai 
and Conn [2], in order to obtain stopping rules for a computat ional  algorithm. Subsequently, 
they were deduced by a different method in [1], and used for the same purpose. Howewer, they 
are also a tool for finding the analytical solution of many simple problems, as it is shown in this 
paper. 
Let X1,...,Xm [Xj = (xj,yj)] be the new facilities, A1 , . . . ,An  the existing facilities, and 
H the graph having the Xj and A~ as nodes, and the links interconnecting them as edges (the 
edges are assumed to be ordered, for example, in the lexicographic order)• The EMFL  minisum 
problem concerns the minimization of 
Y(X)  = F (X , , . . . ,Xm)  = ~_~ wj~l lX j  - X~ll + ~ ~j~l lX j  - A,-II, (1) 
(j,r)e~ ( j , r )~ 
where II " II is the Euclidean norm, f~, f~ are, respectively, the sets of pairs (j, r) such that  the 
edge XjXr (or XjAr) exists in H, and wjr (or ~/ r )  are the corresponding positive weights. Let 
• . .  Z $ * . X* = [X~', , m] be a given point of R 2m. Two facilities Xj, X~ (or X~, Ad) adjacent in H are 
0893-9659/00/$ - see front matter (D 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by ~43/tS-rI~X 
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'interacting' if they overlap, i.e., X~ = X* (or X~ = Ad). The corresponding zero-length edge is 
an 'active edge'. Let z be the number of active edges in H(X*), and (jl, rl), (j2, r2) , . . . ,  (jz, rz) 
be the ordered list of the pairs of indices of the corresponding interacting facilities. According 
to the optimality conditions, the point X* is a minimizer for (1) iff for any active edge X]X* 
(or X]Ad) a pair of 'multipliers' (uj~, vj~) (or Ujd, Vjd) exists which satisfies the two linear (m × z) 
systems and the z inequalities 
G~ + AU = O, Gy + AV = O, (2) 
- -2  --2 - -2  
4 + 6 -< + < (3) 
where U(z) = [ujl,~l, uj2x2,. . . ,  ujz,~z] T, V(z) = [vii,r1, vj2x2,.. . ,  vjz,~z] x are the vectors of the 
'multipliers' (some components of U, V can be of the type Uyd, Vjd); Gx (m) = [gxl, gx2, • • •, gxm]T, 
Gy(m) = [gyl,gy2,...,gym] T. The components gzj,gyj are the derivatives with respect o xj 
and yj of the differentiable part of F(X),  i.e., the sums with respect o r of the derivatives 
of wj~ IIXj -X~ II and ~jr I]Xj -g~ ]1, restricted to the nonactive dges; A(m × z) is the coefficient 
matrix, whose entries are 1, -1,  0. In order to construct A, consider for k -- 1 ,2 , . . . , z  the 
corresponding pair of interacting facilities. If they are of the type Xjk, X~k (with Jk < rk since 
they are ordered), then the k th column of A has 1 in row Jk, -1  in row rk, and 0 elsewhere. If 
they are of the type Xjk,Ark, then the k th column of A has 1 in row Jk, and 0 elsewhere. 
Conditions (2),(3) reduce to Grad[F(X)] = 0 if no active edge exists in H. In the case of an 
isolated new facility, say Y, connected with three facilities, say A1, A2, A3, the gradient system 
solution is known (see for example [3]), and the cosine of the angle a~ between the edges YAj  
and YAk is, at 
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According to the location of X~, X2, the solution can belong to one of the following types (see 
examples in Figures 1 and 2): 
(i) X1, X~ coinciding with an unique existing facility (Figure 2a), 
(ii) one new facility isolated, the other coinciding with an existing facility (Figure 2b), 
(iii) X~, X2 coinciding with two different existing facilities (Figure 2c), 
(iv) XI, X2 distinct and isolated (Figure 1), 
(v) X~, X~ coinciding and isolated (Figure 2d). 
X~=X2=A~ X~ =A~ X~=A4 X~=A~ 
(~) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 2. 
In the following, the optimality conditions for one case of each type of solution will be given. 
(i) Case of 'coinciding cluster' (for example, X1 = X2 = A1, Figure 2a). 
There are two active edges, so that system (2) can be written as 
U12 -~ Ul l  ---= -Wl21xl(X1, A2)IXI=A,, 
--u12 = -- [W2alx2(X2, A3) + w241x2(X2, A4)]X2=A, , 
V12 ~- V l l=  -Wl2ly l (Xl ,  A2)IX,=A,, 
--V12 = -- [w231y2(X2, A3) + w241y2(X2, A4)]X2=A 1 • 
The solutions are 
U12 = [w231x2(X2, A3) + w241x2(X2, A4)]X2=A1 ,
E l l  = -w121xl(X1, A2)IXI.=A1 -- [rw23/x2(X2, A3) + ~241x2(X2, A4)]X2=A 1 , 
V12 = [w23/y2(X2, A3) + w241y2(X2, A,1)]X2=A 1, 
vu  = --~121yl (Xl, A2)IXI=A1 -- [w231y2(X2, A3) + w241y2(X2, A4)]X2=A1 • 
These expressions of the 'multipliers' allow us to write inequalities (3) as u~2 + v~22 < w~2 ,
~21~ + ~ < ~,  which define in the space of the weights (for a given set of existing 
facilities) the region R,  where the solution is the cluster of Figure 2a. 
(ii) Case of the 'coinciding point' X1 = A1, and the isolated point X2 (Figure 2b). 
System (2) can be written: 
Ku = -[~a2/~l(X1, A2) + w121xl(Xl, X2)]XI=A1, 
0 = - [~231x~(X2, A3) + ~241x2(X2, A4) + w121x2(X1, X2)]Xl=A1, 
Vl l=  -- [Wl2lyl(X1, A2) + Wl2lyl(Xl, X2)IXI=A ' , 
0 = - [~231v~(X2, A3) + ~241y2(X2, A4) + wa2ly2(Xl, X2)]x, =A, • 
Let X~ = (x~,y~) solve the system of the second equations, i.e., solve the three-point 
Weber problem W(X2; A1, A3, A4). The expression of X~ is known (see for example [3]), 
and it can be substituted in the first equations. Hence, expressions for ~u and ~u can 
be obtained, which allow to write the inequality ~2 u + ~2 < ~ defining the region Rb 
where the solution is of this type. 
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(iii) Case of two coinciding points X 1 = A1 and X2 = A4 (Figure 2c). 
As in Case (i), there are two interacting edges. System (2) is now: 
U'll = -- [wl2lxl ( Xl, A2) + w121x1( Xl, X2) ]XI=A1,X2=A4 , 
U24 ---- -- [-w231x2(X2, A3) -t- w121x2(X1, X2)]XI=A1,Xz=A 4 ,
Vl l  = -- [w121y1(X1, A2)  -b w121y1(Xl, X2)]X,=A1,X.z=A4 , 
"V24 -~ -- [Tw231y2(X2, A3)  + w121y2(Xl, X2) ]X I=A1,X :=A4,  
which appear as completely solved, so that the inequalities (3) can be written: 
(6) 
(7) 
~21 ~- ~121 ~ W21, ~24 + ~24 __~ W24. (8) 
(iv) Case of X1,X2 isolated points (Figure 1). 
Since no active edge is present, (2),(3) reduce to the system Grad[F(X)] = 0. As 
far as we know, no analytical solution exists, so that the system can be solved only 
numerically. As a consequence, the corresponding region of the space of the weights 
cannot be analytically determined. 
(v) Case of the isolated cluster X1 = X2 = X¢(x~, yc) (Figure 2d). 
System (2) is in this case: 
U12 : -'Wlllxl(Xl, A1) - Wl21xl(X1, A2), 
--U12 ---- -w231x2(X2, A3) - w24Ix2(X2, A4), (9) 
V12 ----- -Wlllyl(Xl, A1) - w121yl(X1, A2), 
-v12 = -~2alv2(X2, A3) - w241y2(X2, A4) ,  (10) 
with X1 = X2 = Xc. The consistency of (9),(10) requires 
Wlllx1(Xc, A1) +Wl2lxl(Xc, A2) +~231x2(Xc,A3) +~241x2(X~,A4) = 0, (11) 
~ulul(Xc, A1) + w121yi(Xc,A2) + V231y2(X~,A3) + ~:41v2(X~,A4) = 0. (12) 
The solution of (11),(12) gives the coordinates (xc, yc) of the cluster, which is optimal iff 
ua2, v12 (computed by means of (9),(10), with the values (xc, yc)) satisfy inequality (3): 
u~2 + v22 < w122. (13) 
As in Case (iv), system (11),(12) does not admit a known analytical solution, so that 
neither in this case can an expression for the bounds of the corresponding region Rd be 
obtained (but a numerical computation is always possible). However, a complete analytical 
partition of the space of the weights is possible in some simple symmetric problems, as it 
is shown in the example. 
EXAMPLE.  OPT IMAL CONNECTION OF THE VERTICES OF A TRAPEZIUM.  The problem of 
Figure 1 with existing facilities Al(a, 0), A2(b, h), A3(-b, h), A4(-a,  0), and weights w12 = ~, 
~11 ----- ~24 : [Z, W12 : W23 : 1 is considered (the weights can be normalized so that one of them 
is 1). The objective function is 
F(X) = l(Xl,A2) + l(X2, A3) + al(Xa,X2) + #[I(X1,A1) + I(X2, A4)]. (14) 
The problem is symmetric with respect o the y-axis. The solution can be easily proved to be 
also symmetric by means of (4), so that X1 = (x, y), X2 = ( -x ,  y). 
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F igure  3. Case o fa  =2,  b= 1, h=3.  
Let us first consider the case of the coinciding points X1 = A1, )(2 = A4 (Figure 2c), for which 
the optimality conditions are (6)-(8). After computing the derivatives and the multipliers, both 
of the inequalities (8) become 
2a(b - a) 
#2 _ ae + X/( b _ a) 2 + h 2 > 1, 
which defines the region R1 of Figure 3, where the minimum of (14) is of the type of Figure 2c. 
The bound is the hyperbola H. 
The optimality conditions for the coinciding points X1 = A2, Xe = A3 are analogous to (6)-(8) 
~md can be deduced in a similar way. Both the inequalities become 
2pa(b - 
+ + 
which define the region R2 of Figure 3. The bound is 
The optimality conditions for the cluster X1 = X2 
By computing the derivatives, equation (12) reduces 
equation in y, 
p2y2 [b2 + (y _ h)e] = (a2 
a) < 1, 
+ h, 2 - 
the ellipse E. 
= X~ = (0, go) (Figure 2d) are (11) (13). 
to an identity and (11) to the 4 TM degree 
~_ ye) (y _ h)2, (15) 
whose unique solution Yc E (O,h) gives the ordinate of the cluster. Inequality (13), after the 
computation of the derivatives and some simplification, can be written as 
(~2 _ p2 _ 1) ~/(a e + y2)[b 2 + (y _ h)2] > 2p[ab + y(y - h)], (16) 
where y = Yc c (0, h) is the solution of (15). Inequality (16) defines the region R3, whose bound 
is the curve C starting from (1,0). A simpler form of C is given below. 
The region R4 corresponding to the case of isolated points Xl (x ,  y) ¢ Xe( -X ,  y) can be ob- 
tained by subtracting R1, R2, and R3 from the positive quadrant. Moreover, the coordinates (x, y) 
of X1 can be easily found by intersecting the straight lines y = ml(x  - a) and y = h + 'rne(x - b) 
passing through A1 and A2 (Figure 1), with rnl and rn2 obtained from the angles in X] by means 
of (4). The computation gives 
V/4pea 2 - (1 - #e _ ae) V/4Cr e - (1 - #2 + ae) 
ml= (1 -p2-~2)  , me= (1 -#2+a2)  , 
h + mla  - meb 
x = , y = m](x  - a). (17) 
?~21 -- ?yt 2 
For x = 0, (17) gives h+rn la -m2b = 0, which is a simpler form of the curve C. In fact, it defines 
the connection between # and the lowest value of a such that the problem admits the solution 
x~ = x2  = (0, y )  
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